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Rows of zany zebras, enormous elephants, gigantic polar bears--make one animal paper chain after

another with the twelve stencils in this book. Everything you need is included to make book covers,

party crowns, greeting cards--even a Noah's Ark!
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The choices of 'ocean' figures that Sally and Stewart Walton have selected are an excellent

selection.There is not too much cutting that would be laborious for a child, yet just enough detail in

the chain to be used in the adult products. You can not beat the paper chains that you get for this

price. The stencils can be used over and over again. The included paper's bright colors can be used

for borders for scrapbooking pages or cards.I highly recommend this book for anyone interested in

crafts!

This kit contains 12 different wild animal stencils on card stock weight paper. They are attached into

the stapled booklet but you can cut them out if desired. I am choosing to keep mine attached for

now and can use the stencils right in the book. It also comes with 8 pieces of brightly pattered paper

to use to make the chains. The chains made with that paper make a chain 4 animals-long. I look

forward to making longer chains with paper that I supply.My kids are having fun making these with



me. For kids to make these by themselves they need to be able to trace a stencil on their own and

cut with scissors following a curving line. Also remember that to make long chains requires many

layers of paper and the thicker the paper the harder it is to cut. Since my kids can't yet do these on

their own we make them together with them directing the stencil and paper used and with me doing

the tracing and the cutting.The animals are: giraffe, elephant, flamingo, monkey, zebra, lion,

kangaroo, snake, raccoon, camel, polar bear and penguin.There are other books in this series with

different stencils. I wish the dinosaur book was back in print.

The book is small but it comes with different designs and patterns on how to cut paper chains.

Elementary school children have a blast cutting the patterns. They can be hang around the

classroom or use for an activity.

Very cute books with great activities for the entire family. The kids really liked the different animals

and he change from the normal paper chains.
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